MEMBER SPOTLIGHT….ROBIN GIBSON
Robin Gibson, CSP has been a member of ASSE. She has worked in the
safety field too many years to count. She comes to us from Pittsburgh,
PA where she graduated from Indiana University of Pennsylvania with a
degree in Safety Sciences. Robin started her career working for Stone
and Webster Engineering Corporation in Boston, MA. She worked in
their construction department. Robin was sent to various national
construct and build/maintenance union projects as Safety Supervisor
and Environmental Scientist. She has worked on projects in
Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Vermont,
Tennessee and Louisiana. Robin was responsible for safety and training
while on the various projects.
After Stone & Webster, Robin worked for Industrial Design Corporation
as a Safety Coordinator on the General Electric Aircraft Engines contract in Lynn, MA where she was
responsible for various safety programs and training. She then moved to New Jersey and went to work
for NATLSCO Safety and Risk Services for Schering Plough Pharmaceuticals as Safety Specialist working
to improve safety compliance within the facilities. Robin relocated back to the Northeast and dove into
a DELICIOUS safety facilitator position at Good Humor Breyers Ice Cream in Framingham, MA. After the
closure of the Framingham location, Robin landed a Safety Specialist position at Nypro, Inc. at the
Clinton, MA location where she enjoys solving safety problems on a daily basis.
Fun Facts about Robin Gibson
1. Do you stop to smell the roses?
As much as I can.
2. Have you ever been on a motorcycle?
Yes….and I will never do it again. The
wind blowing through my hair is NOT
for me.
3. Have you ever won a trophy?
Yes….Bowling (Ten Pin) when I was a
kid.
4. What are your top 3 favorite movies?
Independence Day, Twister & Under
the Tuscan Sun.
5. What do you do for fun in your spare
time?
Scrapbook, read and spend time with
my family.

6. What is your favorite type of ice cream?
I discovered Strawberry while working at
Breyers (I never would have event tried
that flavor) and anything with caramel.
7. What was your first job?
Kmart as a cashier in High School &
College.
8. What’s your favorite part of your job?
Solving problems & helping
people.
9. What’s your favorite vacation
destination?
Anything DISNEY….I love DISNEY CRUISES.
10. When you were a kid, what did you
want to be when you grew up?
Doctor.

